ARTIST – ELIZABETH TURK
The Artist Bio and other extensive information pertaining to her work can be found here: Elizabeth Turk Studios and
Hirschl and Adler Galleries
Proposed work and site:
• Summary of Proposed Sculpture(s) -- A selection of sculptures from the artist’s “Echoes of Extinction” series.
MacArthur “Genius” Fellowship Awardee Elizabeth Turk work explores the concept of – Extinction. The sound columns
– of “Echoes of Extinction” -- juxtapose the ephemeral with the eternal. Inspired by recordings of extinct birds
(cataloged by the Ornithology Lab at Cornell University) Turk created evocative sculptural forms for various extinct
birds. Each column represents an extinct bird’s sound recording and is accompanied with a QR code that links to that
particular bird’s sound, thereby making eternal out of the extinct.
•

Sculptures range in scale from approximately 44-1/2 tall x 15” in diameter to 81-1/2” tall x 17-1/2” in diameter.

• Proposed Location – outside the Library and /or by the Richardson Bay Audubon Center and Sanctuary
• Review of the exhibition from the Los Angeles Times: https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/story/2019-0729/artist-elizabeth-turk-tipping-point-endangered-birds-catalina-island
Availability/cost:
• The outdoor sculptures are made of anodized aluminum and average $70,000 per sculpture. However, pricing can be
negotiable based on quantity (the artist would like to see these exhibited in groups to encompass the larger
conversation around the work.
• Additional cost of transportation, installation, and maintenance to be determined.
Photos:
• All photos are provided courtesy of Jeannie Denholm with SCAPE gallery .
Site visit
• A large selection of these sculptures can be seen via the Catalina Island Museum, Catalina Island.

Elizabeth Turk: Echoes of Extinction
April 2019 - Current
MacArthur “Genius” Fellowship Awardee Elizabeth Turk began working on the Echoes of
Extinction exhibition in the Fall of 2018 during a month-long open studio/live exhibition with
Tyler Stallings at Orange Coast College. Highlighting various attributes of this continent's birds,
Turk developed an alphabet of symbols. Using these unique symbols, she explores the greater
concept – Extinction. The sound columns - "Echoes of Extinction" - juxtapose the ephemeral
with the eternal. Inspired by recordings of extinct birds (cataloged by the Ornithology Lab at
Cornell University) Turk created evocative sculptural forms. Interactive moments are profound
with the inclusion of QR codes linked to the Ornithology Lab at Cornell University and the
respective bird call sound recording.





"Extinction as a concept, event as a conversation, overwhelms us so deeply, we remain silent.
Tipping Point is an artwork created to open this sensitive topic, without conclusions, only respect
for a natural world much larger than we are." - Elizabeth Turk

E L I Z A B E T H T UR K

Echoes of Extinction
Currently Exhibited at the
Catalina Island Museum

Sound Columns
Left to Right:
• Ivory Billed Woodpecker (the tallest)
• Brown Pelican*
• Carolina Parakeet*
• Marsh Wren (lathe)*
• Marsh Wren (milled)*
• Bald Eagle (lathe)*
• Bald Eagle (milled)*
• Carolina Parakeet (lathe)*
Height: between 6'4 to 8'4
* CA related with natural migratory patterns in coastal
Northern CA. Each have accompanying QR codes
that are linked to the Ornithology Lab at Cornell
University and the respective bird call sound
recording

Artistic Process
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1. Visual image of Bird Call from Ornithology Lab at Cornell University
2.& 3. Elizabeth Turk interpreting sound wave visualizations into sculptural shape
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4. Example of finished sculpture

